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ABSTRACT
Epilepsy { the condition of recurrent, unprovoked seizures { manifests in brain volt-
age activity with characteristic spatio-temporal patterns. One of the patterns typi-
cally observed during a seizure is a traveling wave. To characterize these waves, we
analyze high-density local eld potential (LFP) data recorded in vivo from human
cortex during a seizure from three patients. We show that traveling wave patterns
emerge in the LFP with consistent quantitative features. Using a mean-eld ap-
proach we model the neuronal population activity observed in the LFP and obtain
explicit traveling wave solutions for this model. We then employ the LFP data to
constrain the model and obtain parameter congurations that support traveling wave
solutions with features consistent with the observed LFP waves. In particular, our
model formulation is able to capture the \reverberation" of the activity following
the traveling wave that was found in the clinical data. We obtain biologically rea-
sonable parameter estimates for two important features: the timescales of the model
and the extent of the connectivity. In this way, we link the observed LFP waves
during seizure to proposed biological mechanisms. We also study the linear stability
iv
of the traveling wave solutions by constructing an Evans function. We nd for some
parameters the existence of two waves: one wave is slow and narrow whereas the
other wave is fast and wide. Moreover, the fast and wide wave has speed and width
consistent with the observed LFP waves. We numerically analyze the Evans function
to determine stability (instability) of the fast (slow) wave.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nearly 50 million people worldwide suer from epilepsy, a chronic neurological condi-
tion characterized by recurrent, unprovoked seizures. Although some clinical and bio-
logical principles of seizures are known, many aspects of spontaneous human seizures
remain poorly understood. Recordings from electrodes placed directly on and within
the brain provide a unique view of seizure activity, and have revealed specic brain
voltage patterns associated with this pathological state. In particular, there is ev-
idence that organized waves of activity propagate over the brain during a seizure.
However, quantitatively characterizing and understanding the mechanisms that sup-
port these waves remains an open challenge. The goal of this work is to address
this challenge through a combination of mathematical modeling and clinical record-
ings. Through this interdisciplinary approach, we seek to understand the biological
mechanisms that support the spatiotemporal patterns of seizures. We propose that
localized interactions of closely neighboring excitatory cells can support the prop-
agation of the waves found in clinical recordings. Improved understanding of the
mechanisms supporting seizure activity promises novel developments in treatment
strategies tailored to the observed activity of individual patients.
Epilepsy is a dynamical disease [25] that manifests in many ways, including as
spatiotemporal brain voltage phenomena during a seizure. In general, a patient's
epilepsy may be classied through established clinical and imaging procedures and,
2based on this classication, a treatment strategy may be developed [40]. Although
this treatment strategy often succeeds, the exact mechanisms that lead to dierent
kinds of epilepsy and produce a seizure are still largely unknown; common proposed
biological mechanisms include altered interactions between excitatory and inhibitory
neurons [22, 7] and hyperexcitation [26]. Although the underlying mechanisms that
initiate and support the seizure may widely vary [24], some manifestations of the
seizure remain stereotyped, including clinical symptoms and voltage dynamics [40].
For human patients, the most common observation of brain activity during seizure
consists of chronic voltage recordings. In some cases invasive recordings are per-
formed that permit observation of the Local Field Potential (LFP) generated by
small neuronal populations. At this spatial scale, wave-like spatiotemporal activ-
ity has been observed in many healthy and diseased brain systems including the
olfactory system of invertebrates [6] and vertebrates [20, 11], turtle visual cortex
[39, 29, 31, 38, 43], rat visual cortex [14, 36], rat hippocampus [23], rat somatosen-
sory cortex [13], monkey motor cortex [32], and human motor cortex [41]. Although
seizure activity is characterized by stereotyped voltage rhythms [12, 35] and cou-
pling between rhythms across space [19] [37] the role of spatiotemporal patterns
(e.g., wave-like activity [14]) remains an active research area. Moreover, the biolog-
ical mechanisms that support these manifestations of seizure remain incompletely
understood; further understanding these features promises improved therapies for
epilepsy, in addition to a deeper understanding of organized neuronal population
activity in brain function and dysfunction.
The goal of this dissertation is to study pausible biological mechanisms that support
the emergence of traveling wave dynamics during seizure. To do so we pursue four
main aims. The rst aim, described in Chapter 2, is to perform a descriptive analysis
of one-dimensional waves present in LFP recordings from three human subjects dur-
3ing seizure. In an eort to understand the mathematical and biological mechanisms
that support the traveling wave patterns recorded in the LFP data the second aim,
described in Chapter 3, is to develop a biophysically based mathematical mean-eld
model. The existence of traveling wave solutions for this model will be shown. A
mathematical analysis of this model will identify the parameter congurations that
support traveling waves. For the third aim, described in Chapter 4, we will use the
data analysis from the rst aim to restrict the parameters of the mean-eld model
described in the second aim. This framework will link clinical recordings with pro-
posed biological mechanisms in a model that supports seizure activity. The fourth
aim, described in Chapter 5, is to further analyze the mathematical properties of the
model. In particular, we study the stability of the traveling wave solutions obtained
in Chapter 3. We determine that the essential spectrum of the linearization of the
system about the wave solutions lies in the left-half plane. To determine the point
spectrum we construct an Evans function whose roots correspond to point eigenval-
ues. For some set of parameters, we have the existence of two waves, one wave is fast
and wide and whereas the other wave is slow and narrow. We numerically analyze
the Evans function for these two traveling waves and determine stability (instability)
of the fast (slow) wave.
Chapter 2
Descriptive Analysis of Human Data
The aim of this chapter is to characterize the wave dynamics observed in clinical
LFP recordings in a population of human subjects during seizure. To do so, we have
developed dierent algorithms to detect features of the waves, including the speed
and width of the wave. We will show that traveling wave patterns with consistent
quantitative features emerge among dierent patients and seizures.
2.1 Description of clinical data
LFP data were collected from three patients: (Patient 1) a 32 year old male with
cortical dysplasia and mesial temporal sclerosis, (Patient 2) a 45 year old male with
unknown etiology, and (Patient 3) a 21 year old male with a dysplastic lesion. The
data were recorded using the NeuroPort array (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake
City, UT) which, as in previous studies [42, 19], consisted of a 4 mm by 4 mm mi-
croelectrode array composed of 100 platinum-tipped silicon probes (1.0 or 1.5 mm
long shanks). In each subject, the array was placed in an area of cortex which was
expected to be resected at the time of denitive surgery, 1-3 cm outside of the nom-
inal seizure focus as determined from electrocorticography, but well within an area
to which the seizure rapidly spread. Recordings were made from 96 active electrodes
and data were sampled at 30 kHz (0.3 - 7 kHz bandwidth). LFP data were extracted
by bandpass ltering the original recordings from 2-50 Hz (fourth-order Butterworth,
5zero-phase digital ltering) and downsampling to 5000 Hz. All patients were enrolled
after informed consent was obtained and approval was granted for these studies by
local Institutional Review Boards.
Ilustration of traveling waves during seizure
We analyzed the LFP data recorded during three seizures from Patient 1; we labeled
these \Seizure 1", \Seizure 2" and \Seizure 3". From Patient 2 we analyzed two
seizures, we labeled as \Seizure 4" and \Seizure 5"; and from Patient 3 we analyze
three seizures labeled \Seizure 6", \Seizure 7" and \Seizure 8". In all cases, we focus
on LFP data recorded near seizure termination; the data for Seizure 1, Seizure 2
and Seizure 3 began appproximately 31 s, 47 s and 43 s, respectively, before seizure
termination and lasted 18 s. Within Seizures 1, 2, and 3, we observed 40, 41, and 59,
waves events, respectively (two example wave events are shown in Figure 2.1). The
data for Seizure 4 and Seizure 5 began appproximately 44 s and 43 s respectively
before seizure termination and lasted 20 s and 18 s, respectively. Within Seizures 4,
and 5, we observed 33, and 52, waves, respectively. The data for Seizure 6, Seizure 7
and Seizure 8 began appproximately 21 s, 19 s and 27 s, respectively, before seizure
termination and lasted 12 s, 18 s and 26 s, respectively. Within Seizures 6, 7, and 8,
we observed 49, 53, and 61, waves, respectively. Traveling waves of increased LFP
activity were observed in all recordings. Visual inspection of these waves (Figure
2.1) suggests that propagation is dominated by movement in one spatial direction,
and that this dominant movement appears at each wave event. An algorithm was
constructed to estimate the one dimensional path of propagation for each wave (de-
scribed in the next section). The one dimensional motion of each wave, as illustrated
in Figure 2.1, forms the basis for subsequent analysis. Other types of propagation
patterns (e.g., spirals and complicated spatiotemporal structures) were also found in
6the clinical recordings but not included in the following analysis.
0 ms 14 ms 26 ms 38 ms 64 ms 78 ms
0 ms 10 ms 20 ms 32 ms 44 ms 70 ms
Figure 2.1: Illustrations of one-dimensional wave propagation. Each subgure displays
the spatial pattern of the LFP activity recorded from a 10-by-10 microelectrode array at dierent
times. Warm (cool) colors indicate high (low) voltage values (standardized). For each wave dierent
one-dimensional paths (black lines in leftmost columns) beginning at the lled circles capture the
wave propagation across the microelectrode array. (Top row) Visual inspection suggests a wave
of organized activity during Seizure 2 (Patient 1) that propagates from the lower right corner of
the microelectrode array to the upper right corner. (Bottom row) A wave of organized activity
during Seizure 1 (Patient 1) that propagates from the lower part of the microelectrode array to the
upper part.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of two large amplitude waves followed by a reverberation of high activity.
The waves are plotted in one dimensional space (vertical axis) as a function of time. The one
dimensional path extends across the two-dimensional microelectrode array (examples in Figure
2.1). This large amplitude wave is followed by a subsequent, smaller amplitude wave (yellow or
green in color). The horizontal black line indicates the reverberation time. Warm (cool) colors
indicate high (low) voltage values; scale bar at right.
72.2 Description of algorithms to determine wave features
For each patient and seizure, we analyzed a subset of the diverse spatiotemporal
patterns observed approaching seizure termination. We focus here on the analysis of
one-dimensional plane waves of activity, which were the most common type of wave
we observed in Patients 1 and 2 (Seizure 1, 36 out of 40 waves; Seizure 2, 36 out of
41; Seizure 3, 39 out of 59; Seizure 4, 26 out of 33; Seizure 5, 35 out of 52). Upon
visual inspection, the excluded waves exhibited dierent spatiotemporal patterns,
including disorganized waves of high activity, and two-dimensional patterns, such
as waves that initiated at the center of the microelectrode array, and spiral waves.
Again, we focus here only on the one-dimensional plane waves and estimates of the
model parameters from these waves. For Patient 3, we focused on a contiguous half
(2 mm by 4 mm) subsection of the entire (4 mm by 4 mm) microelectrode array. For
this patient, we were able to detect waves moving closer to the horizontal direction
(from  45 to 45 and from 135 to 225). Having selected these one-dimensional
waves from the three patients, all waves were analyzed using the same set of data
analysis algorithms described below.
We focus our analysis on two fundamental features of the one dimensional wave
propagation: speed and width. The speed was computed by determining the evolu-
tion in time of a point with large voltage amplitude in ten dierent electrodes along
the one-dimensional path of the wave through the microelectrode grid. Width was
computed by estimating the spatial extent (i.e., the number of electrodes) exceeding
a xed, large amplitude. In addition to these two fundamental wave features, we
also determined the time interval between the initial, large amplitude wave propaga-
tion across the microelectrode array and a subsequent, smaller amplitude uctuation
(examples in Figure 2.2), we label this the \reverberation time".
We implemented dierent algorithms to estimate the features of speed, width and
8reveberation time. The purposes of the algorithms were: To obtain a time interval for
the propagation of each planar wave; To obtain the direction of wave propagation; To
obtain the dierent one-dimensional paths through the two-dimensional microelec-
trode array for a given direction; To obtain the speed, width and reverberation time
for each one-dimensional path; And to obtain mean speed, width and reverberation
time for each wave across dierent paths. We now describe each of these algorithms.
To determine the time interval for the propagation of each planar wave, we computed
the gradient of the LFP activity at each moment in time. The gradient assigns to
each spatial location a vector specifying the direction and magnitude of maximal
increase in activity. To compute the gradient, we analyzed voltage dierences be-
tween adjacent electrodes. Once a vector representing the gradient at each spatial
location was determined, a histogram of the angles weighted by the magnitude of the
gradient was constructed for each moment in time. We label t0 the time at which
the activity at the center of the electrode grid exceeded a threshold of two standard
deviations above the mean, where the mean and standard deviation were computed
for the  20 s interval data at that electrode during the propagation events. By
analyzing the previously constructed histograms of the angles in the time interval
(t0   80 ms, t0 + 400 ms), we further constrained the time interval of analysis. To
do so, we rst determined the peak of the unimodal angle distribution at time t0,
and we label it 0. We consider angles between 0-20 and 0+20 degrees and analyze
the proportion of angles within the interval (0-20, 0+20), forward and backwards
in time starting at t0. The time tinitial denotes the rst time at which counts appear
in the xed interval. The time tfinal is the last time at which counts appear in the
xed interval. In this way, each wave has an assigned time interval (tinitial, tfinal) for
which angles appear in the interval (0-20, 0+20). In this interval, the histograms
showed a clear organization of the gradient directions and appearance of two peaked
9histogram distributions. These two peaks account for the preferred angle before the
wave enters the grid and after the wave exits the grid. To determine the direction
of each wave we focus on the rst peak. This peak is roughly in the time interval
(tinitial, t0). In addition, we visually inspected each peak and veried that the as-
sociated angle accurately described the one-dimensional direction of propagation for
each wave.
Having determined the angle at which LFP activity propagated, we then constructed
one-dimensional paths spanning the microelectrode array. Each path consisted of 10
adjacent electrodes and ran parallel to the direction of the observed wave. Along
each such path we determined the speed and width of the wave. For each path, we
determined the time at which the activity at each electrode exceeded a threshold
of one standard deviation above the mean. In this way, every electrode along a
path has an assigned time of wave onset, which was used to compute the speed.
We used all possible combinations of the 10 electrodes along each one-dimensional
path to compute the speed, resulting in a total of 45 dierent estimates of speed.
To mitigate the impact of outliers, the speed for each one-dimensional path was
then calculated as the median of the 45 speed estimates. We then estimated the
speed for each wave as the mean speed among the dierent one-dimensional paths.
Depending on the direction of the wave, from the 10 electrodes that form a one-
dimensional path, there is one electrode for which the amplitude activity of the wave
reaches last, and we label this the \last electrode". To measure the wave width,
for each one-dimensional path, we computed the time at which the activity at the
last electrode exceeded a threshold of one standard deviation above its mean. At
that instant in time, the activity of the other electrodes along the path was checked.
The location at which the activity transitioned from above the threshold (of one
standard deviation above the mean) to below the threshold was determined. The
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spatial extent from the last electrode to this transition point on the one-dimensional
path dened the width of the wave. We note that if no electrode along the one-
dimensional path transitioned to below the threshold, then the wave covered the
entire spatial extent of the path, and the width of the wave refers to a lower bound
of the wave width. For each wave the width refers to the mean widths obtained from
all one-dimensional paths. To obtain the reverberation time we rst determined the
time at which the large amplitude wave of activity fell below one-half of a standard
deviation above the mean; we consider this time as the \end" of the primary traveling
wave. Starting from this time point, we then determined the time for the activity to
reach the reverberation threshold, dened as the activity exceeding half a standard
deviation above the mean. This dened the reverberation time. We computed the
reverberation time for each electrode along the one-dimensional path. The mean
among the dierent one-dimensional paths gave the reverberation time of each wave.
These algorithms implemented in MATLAB are provided in the Appendix.
2.3 Wave features from three human patients
We show the results for the wave speeds and widths of all the analyzed waves in
Figure 2.3 and the reverberation times histograms in Figure 2.4. These results are
summarized for each seizure in Table 4.1. For the three seizures of Patient 1, we
nd a signicant (p=0.002) or nearly signicant (p=0.08, Seizure 1) positive slope
in the linear regression between speed and width (red lines in Figure 3). However,
for the other two patients, we do not nd a signicant relationship between speed
and witdh. We note that for Patient 3 the data analysis was restricted due to the
quality of the recordings.
For the three seizures of Patient 1 we observe consistent ranges of speed (80-380
m/ms), width (1900-5600 m), and reverberation times (40-130 ms). This suggests
11
Seizure number Speed (m/ms) Width (m) Reverberation time (ms)
1 [82, 389] [1891, 4841] [29, 161]
2 [91, 380] [2361, 5069] [39, 150]
3 [86, 240] [2815, 5621] [40, 120]
4 [137, 506] [2411, 5361] [48, 213]
5 [101, 424] [2059, 5085] [28, 237]
6, 7 and 8 [89, 2416] [1360, 4360] [22, 304]
Table 2.1: Ranges of mean speeds (in m/ms), mean widths (in m) and reverberation times (in
ms) for all analyzed waves in each seizure. For this table, [a,b] indicates the minimum a and the
maximum b of a given measurement.
(a) Seizure 1 (b) Seizure 2 (c) Seizure 3
(d) Seizure 4 (e) Seizure 5 (f) Seizure 6, 7 and 8
Figure 2.3: Width (m) versus speed (m/ms) of the traveling wave activity for the
three patients. Each subplot shows the mean width and mean speed of each wave (red dots).
Using a t-test for small samples we compute a 90% condence interval for both width and speed for
each wave (vertical and horizontal blue lines). The condence intervals are computed for each wave
over the replicates of one-dimensional paths established for each wave (Figure 2.1). For Seizure 1,
2 and 3 the tted linear regresion model (red lines) indicates a positive relationship between width
and speed.
that similar, one-dimensional wave propagation patterns occur in the three seizures
from this patient. The positive correlation between speed and width suggests that
slow waves tend to be narrow and fast waves tend to be wide. For the two seizures of
12
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Figure 2.4: Reverberation time histograms of the seizure activity for the three patients.
Each subplot shows the number of occurrences (or \counts") of each reverberation time. For Seizures
1, 2 and 3 the maximum number of counts is between 60 to 70 ms; for Seizure 4 between 140 and
155 ms; for Seizure 5 between 70 to 100 ms and for Seizure 5, 6 and 7 between 40 to 70 ms.
Patient 2 we observed consistent ranges of speed (65-500 m/ms), width (2000-5000
m), and reverberation times (30-200 ms). And for the three seizures of Patient 3
we observed ranges of speed between (90 - 2400 m/ms), width between (1000 - 4000
ms), and reverberation times of (30-200) ms.
These data analysis results provide quantitative characterizations of the LFP data.
However, these data analyses alone do not suggest the mechanisms that support the
seizure activity. We now proceed to the implementation of a mathematical model
to study pausible biological mechanisms that support the traveling wave activity
observed in the LFP.
Chapter 3
Neural eld model
In an eort to understand the neuronal population activity described and analyzed
in Chapter 2, we now implement a neural eld mathematical model. Our goal is to
understand the wave dynamics observed in clinical recordings through pausible bio-
physical mechanisms described in the mathematical formulation. In this chapter, we
will obtain explicit traveling wave solutions and study the parameter congurations
that support wave propagation.
3.1 Introduction to neural population activity
Neurons are the basic functional units in the brain. Neurons typically communi-
cate through synaptic connections which convert an action potential or \spike" in
a presynatpic neuron to a chemical signal that impacts the voltage of the postsy-
naptic neuron or through direct electrical connections (electrical synapses or \gap
junctions"). A typical neuron possesses a cell body (soma), a thin branching input
structure called a \dendritic tree" and a branching output extension called an axon.
Typically synaptic inputs enter a neuron at the dendrites and then summate in the
cell body; where if the total synaptic current crosses some threshold then the neuron
generates an action potential or \spike" [18]. The most common biophysical models
for describing a single neuron are based on simplifying assumptions, including that
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the cell can be seen as broken into smaller compartments each of which can be de-
scribed by a simple resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit. The resistances (conductances) of
these circuits describe ionic channels that may open and close in time to let specic
ions enter or leave the neuron [18, 9].
Consider V to be the membrane potential of the neuron. Then, in the most common
model formulations, the membrane potential evolves according to the dierential
equation:
C
dV
dt
=  Iions + Isyn + Iext;
where Iions represent the intrinsic membrane currents, Isyn is the sum of synaptic
currents that enter the cell and Iext is an external current. The equations for the
membrane currents are usually of the form:
Iions = gm
phq(V   Vion):
where g is the maximal conductance, m and h are fractions of open channels; p and
q are nonnegative integers, and Vion is the equilibrium potential of the ion specic
channel. The rate of opening and closing of such channels are described by the
dierential equations for the m and h, of the form:
dx
dt
= (1  x)  x:
where x = m or x = n, and  and  are the rates of transition from closed to open
and open to closed, respectively.
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3.2 Voltage-Based and Activity-Based Neural Field Models
The biophysical basis for neural eld models are understood by considering the in-
teraction of a nite number of synaptically coupled neurons. Many dierent formu-
lations for neural elds exist [8], with implications for the interpretation of the model
variables and parameters. To illustrate this, we describe two formulations in common
use { a voltage-based formulation, and an activity-based formulation { following the
discussion in [8].
Figure 3.1: Illustration of two synaptically coupled neurons, i and j, with corresponding post-
synaptic potential PSPij .
Let i and j be neurons such that the axon of neuron j connects to the dendrite of
neuron i. Let Vk(t) be the voltage of neuron k = i; j at time t. The voltage Vk(t) is
integrated by the axon hillock and transformed into a ring rate Sk(Vk(t)), where Sk
is the corresponding ring rate function that accounts for the number of spikes per
second. Hence, Sk(Vk(t)) accounts for the instantaneous ring rate. A spike from cell
j that reaches a dendrite of cell i is transformed into a post-synaptic potential at cell
i, PSPij(t). Assuming that the action potentials arrive at dierent times t1; t2; :::; tk
and sum linearly we have that the potential at time t of neuron i due from cell j is:
ij(t) =
X
k
PSPij(t  tk):
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If we consider the total potential of cell i due to cell j starting at time t0 an ending
at time t we obtain :
ij(t) =
Z t
t0
PSPij(t  s)Sj(Vj(s  dij))ds;
where we have estimated the number of impulses of cell j arriving between t and
t+ dt to be Sj(Vj(t))dt. The term dij indicates a delay for the spike to travel down
the axon before realising neurotransmitters. To illustrate the derivations we assume
that there is no delay, so dij=0.
The total input from all the network over all time is:
Vi(t) =
X
j
Z t
t0
PSPij(t  s)Sj(Vj(s))ds: (3.1)
According to the way we simplify this equation we obtain the voltaged-based or the
activity-based formulation. We now sketch the derivation of these formulations.
For details, see [8].
Voltage-based formulation
In this formulation, Vi(t) represents the potential of cell i at time t, Si is the ring
rate function (typically a sigmoid) and wij is a weight function. It is assumed that
the postsynaptic potential in cell i caused by cell j is determined by membrane
properties of cell i. This is, the postsynaptic potential on cell i caused by dierent
cells j's will have the same eect; regardless of which presynaptic cell j is causing
it. The sign and amplitude may be dierent but the shape of the potential is the
same. This means that PSPij(t) = wijPSPi(t). Where we can further assume that
the postsynaptical potential PSPi(t) is just a sum of exponentials and powers. In
this way we can consider the linear integral operator given by:
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L1(Vj) =
Z t
 1
wijPSPi(t  s)Sj(Vj(s))ds
that has an inverse operator, given by a dierential operator L, so that equation
(3.1) gives:
L(Vi) =
X
j
Sj(Vj(s))
If we assume that the operator L is of rst order we obtain the voltage-based
formulation:
i
dVi
dt
+ Vi =
X
j
Sj(Vj)
In this case, the time constant i represents the membrane time constant of cell i [8].
Activity-based formulation
In the activity-based formulation, the mathematical expression is seemingly simi-
lar. However, the models dier in the following ways. In the activity-based model, the
properties of the postsynaptic potential on cell i are determined by the presynaptic
cell j. This means that the shape of a postsynaptic potential on cell i caused by cell j
depends only on cell j. In other words, the postsynaptic potentials on cell i caused by
dierent cells j will have each a dierent eect on cell i. In this case, the postsynaptic
potential shape will be dened by the kinetics of the synapse and not the membrane
properties of the postsynaptic cell. This means that PSPij(t) = wijPSPj(t). Where
we can also assume that the postsynaptical potential PSPi(t) is just a sum of ex-
ponentials and powers. We now consider the average ring rate Uj of cell j, that is
given by:
Uj =
Z t
t0
wijPSPj(t  s)Sj(Vj(s))ds (3.2)
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We now consider the linear integral operator given by:
L1(Vj) =
Z t
t0
wijPSPj(t  s)Sj(Vj(s))ds
that has an inverse operator, given by a dierential operator L, so that from (3.2)
we obtain:
LUj(t) = Sj(Vj(t))
If we consider (3.1) and apply the ring rate function Si on both sides we obtain:
Si(Vi(t)) = Si(
X
j
Z t
t0
wijPSPi(t  s)Sj(Vj(s)ds))
We can use the right hand side of the previous equations, and rearrange the terms
to obtain:
LUj(t) = Sj(Vj(t)) = Sj(
X
j
wijUj(t)))
Assuming that L is a rst order operator, we obtain the activity-based formulation:
i
dUi
dt
+ Ui =
X
j
wijSj(Uj)
In this formulation, the time constant i represents the synaptic decay. We note
that, in the activity-based model the synaptic time constant sets the time scale. This
dierence is important when deciding which formulation best captures an observed
biological process, and in interpreting the model results. If the synaptic dynamics are
fast, so that the impact of the synaptic inputs are short lasting, then the membrane
time constant will determine the underlying dynamics and hence the voltage based
model is more appropiate. If the membrane time constant is small and the synaptic
time scale is longer, then the activity based model is more appropriate [8]. From
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a mathematical point of view, the equations dier in the placement of the ring
rate function Sj; as we will show, this dierence has implications when determining
traveling wave solutions for the models.
When modeling neural populations a further assumption can be made. Since the
number of neurons and synapses is very large, instead of considering a nite neural
network, we can consider a mean-eld approximation and take a continuum limit
of the equations [15, 5]. Now, the neural elds, describe the evolution of coarse
grained variables that represent large populations of neurons [44]. We note that
most mathematical analysis of neural eld models utilizes the voltage-based formu-
lation [28, 17, 3]. Here, we choose instead to utilize an activity-based model, as the
interpretation of the variables and timescales are more in accordance with what is
believed to be recorded by the LFP [4].
3.3 Neural eld model
To mimic the presumed importance of cooperative synaptic activity in sustaining
the seizure, and consistent with the notion that synaptic transmembrane currents
dominate the LFP [4] we use an activity-based formulation. To simplify the model,
we rst consider only a single population of excitatory neurons. The mathematical
model for this is system is as follows:
ut (x; t) =  u (x; t) + H

1
80
Z +1
 1
e 
jx yj
40 u (y; t) dy + P (x; t)  k

(3.3)
We rst obtain a traveling front solution for model (3.3). To do so, we examine the
stationary solutions of the system associated to (3.3) in the moving frame z = x ct.
The traveling front moves with a constant speed c, with the characteristic of having
the activity joining an excited state to a rest state (or vice versa).
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3.3.1 Traveling front solutions
We start by changing coordinates of equation 3.3 to the moving frame z = x   ct.
We assume c > 0 which corresponds to a rightward moving front. An analogous
consideration holds for leftward moving front (c < 0). We look for solutions of the
form u(x; t) = u(x  ct; t) = u(z; t) such that ut(z; t) = 0. Upon making this change
of coordinates we obtain the dierential equation:
 cu0(z) =  u(z) + H
Z 1
 1
g(z   z)u (z) dz   k

(3.4)
where g(z) = 1
80
e 
jzj
40 . We note that the nonlinear part of equation 3.4 will be either
zero or nonzero depending on the Heaviside function. For that reason the equation
can be analyzed by considering when the Heaviside function is zero (Case 1), and
when the Heaviside function is non-zero (Case 2). We consider both cases below.
Case 1. Heaviside function is zero
This occurs when
R1
 1w(z   z)u (z) dz < k. In this case we obtain the equation:
u0(z) =

c
u(z)
The solution of this equation is: u(z) = u(0)e

c
z.
Case 2. Heaviside function is nonzero
This occurs when
R1
 1w(z   z)u (z) dz > k. In this case, equation (3.4) becomes:
u0(z) =

c
u(z)  
c
Using the integrating factor method we obtain the solution: u(z) = e

c
z(1 u(0))+1
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Using the solutions we found for the two cases (Case 1 and Case 2) together with
the conditions u(z) ! 1 as z ! 1, and u(z) ! 0 as z !  1 that assure that the
activity joins a rest state to an excited state, we obtain the front type solution:
u (z) =
8>><>>:
1 if z  0
e

c
z if z < 0
(3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Example of a front solution given by equation 3.5. We set the parameters =1, c=1.
This front-type solutions are not consistent with the observed LFP data, as the
activity does not go back to a rest state. Hence, we need to include an adaptation
variable in the model in order to bring the activity back to rest.
3.4 Neural eld with an adaptation variable
To prevent the activity from remaining in a permanent excited state, which will
give rise to a front solution, we include an adaptation term. This adaptation can
be viewed as some sort of synaptic adaptation, and accounts for a natural process
that drives the synaptic activity back to a rest state. At the end of the chapter we
will describe the choice of the adaptation term. By adding this adaptation term, we
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will show that a single population of excitatory neurons with an adaptation term
is sucient to mimic the observed LFP data. The specic neural eld model we
employ is:
ut (x; t) =  u (x; t) + H

1
80
Z +1
 1
e 
jx yj
40 u (y; t) dy + P (x; t)  k

 0q (x; t)
qt (x; t) = u (x; t)  q (x; t)
(3.6)
where u (x; t) is the mean synaptic activity, q (x; t) is the adaptation, and P (x; t) is
an external input, all evaluated at position x and time t. H is the Heaviside function,
which becomes non-zero when the synaptic input exceeds a synaptic threshold k:
H (x  k) =
8><>:
1 if x  k
0 if x < k
.
There are 5 parameters in the model 3.6. Each possesses a biological interpretation:
 is the time constant for the synaptic activity term,  is the time constant for the
adaptation term,  is the spatial rate of decay of connectivity, k is the synaptic input
threshold, and 0 accounts for the strength of the adaptation term on the synaptic
dynamics. For simplicity we will set  = 0. Both time and space units were
scaled to represent miliseconds and microns, respectively. There are two additional
parameters that we employ in the subsequent analysis: c is the wave speed, and w
is the wave width.
3.4.1 Inclusion of an adaptation variable
In order to obtain a traveling wave solution from the neural eld (3.3) it is necessary
to add an adaptation term that will bring the activity back to rest; see [28] for
an intuitive description. To illustrate the importance of the adaptation term, we
consider a space-clamped version of a neural eld (3.3) with an added adaptation
term q:
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ut =  u+ H (Du  k)  q
qt = u  q
(3.7)
The nullclines in this model will make an arbitrary point in the phase space undergo
a long trajectory to the excited state before going back the the rest state (3.4.1a).
Due to this, we can expect to obtain traveling wave solutions of this new system
(illustration in Fig 3.4.1b):
Figure 3.3: (Left) Nullclines of the space-clamped system (3.7). Purple line represents q-nullcline
and the red line represents the u-nullcline. (Right) Traveling pulse solution, where activity goes
to a rest state after being briey excited.
3.5 Traveling wave solutions
Our goal is to identify the parameter congurations that support traveling waves in
the model (3.3) consistent with the observed LFP activity. To that end, we rst
determine under what parameter congurations traveling waves of high amplitude
activity exist in the model. To do so, we rewrite the equations in a moving coordinate
frame z = x   ct; this frame is moving with a constant speed c. By identifying
the stationary solutions of this system, we determine solutions that move with a
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constant speed c, and a constant width w, without changing their shape: so called
traveling waves. Depending on the model parameters, we nd that the linearization
of the associated system in the moving coordinate frame consists of either purely real
or complex eigenvalues. In particular we nd that the solutions support only one
extremum of high amplitude activity, resulting in traveling waves that are also called
pulses. More specically, using the moving frame z = x   ct, we look for solutions
of the form u(x; t) = u(x  ct; t) = u(z; t) and q(x; t) = q(z; t) such that ut(z; t) = 0
and qt(z; t) = 0. We assume c > 0 which corresponds to a rightward moving front.
An analogous consideration holds for leftward moving front (c < 0). By making the
change of variables z = x ct, we obtain the system of dierential-integral equations:
 cu0 (z) =  u (z) + H
Z 1
 1
g(z   z)u (z) dz   k

  q (z)
 cq0 (z) = u (z)  q (z)
(3.8)
where  = 0, and g(z) =
1
80
e 
jx yj
40 ,and the system can be rewritten as:
0@ u0(z)
q0(z)
1A =
0@ =c =c
 =c =c
1A0@ u(z)
q(z)
1A+
0@  cH R1 1 g(z   z)u (z) dz   k
0
1A
(3.9)
We note that the inhomogeneous part of system (3.9) will be either zero or nonzero
depending on the Heaviside function. For that reason the system can be analyzed
by considering when the Heaviside function is zero (Case 1), and when the Heaviside
function is non-zero (Case 2). We consider both cases below.
Case 1. Heaviside function is zero
This occurs when
R1
 1 g(z   z)u (z) dz < k . In this case we obtain the following
linear system:
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0@ u0(z)
q0(z)
1A =
0@ =c =c
 =c =c
1A0@ u(z)
q(z)
1A (3.10)
Depending on the parameters of the model, we will obtain real eigenvalues or complex
eigenvalues for the system (3.10). In particular, we nd that the eigenvalues are:
 =
1
2c

( + )
q
( + )2   4 ( + )

:
We will obtain real eigenvalues as long as  < ( )
2
4
, and complex eigenvalues when
 > ( )
2
4
. We now consider each scenario for the eigenvalues of system (3.10).
Real eigenvalues when the Heaviside function is zero
This scenario occurs when  < ( )
2
4
. Solving for the eigenvalues of system (3.10)
we nd,
 =
1
2c

( + )
q
( + )2   4 ( + )

where   0 and we have the corresponding eigenvectors
V =
0@    q( + )2   4 ( + )
2
1A :
Consider
U(z) =
0@ u(z)
q(z)
1A
Then the solution of system (3.10) with real eigenvalues will have the form U(z) =
a1V+e
+z + a2V e z.
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Complex eigenvalues when the Heaviside function is zero
This scenario occurs when  > ( )
2
4
. In this case it is only necessary to solve for a
complex eigenvalue which is + =
1
2c

( + ) + i
q
4 ( + )  ( + )2

Solving for a complex eigenvector we nd
V+ =
0@ 2
   
1A+ i
0@ 0q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
1A
With this eigenvector we can obtain the imaginary solutions
Y1(z) = e
+
2c zei
p
4(+) (+)2
2c z
0@ 2
   + i
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
1A
Which can be simplied to
Y1(z) = e
+
2c z
0@ 2 cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
(   ) cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c ) 
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2 sin(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
1A
+ie
+
2c z
0@ 2 sin(
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
(   ) sin(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c ) +
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2 cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
1A
So we get the linearly independent eigenvectors
V1 =
0@ 2 cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
(   ) cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c ) 
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2 sin(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
1A
V2 =
0@ 2 sin(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
(   ) sin(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c ) +
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2 cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
1A
Then the solution of system (3.10) with complex eigenvalues will have the form
U(z) = e(
+
2c
)z(a1V1 + a2V2).
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Case 2. Heaviside function is nonzero
This scenario occurs when
R1
 1w(z   z)u (z) dz > k. In this case, system (3.9)
simplies to:
0@ u0(z)
q0(z)
1A =
0@ =c =c
 =c =c
1A0@ u(z)
q(z)
1A+
0@  =c
0
1A (3.11)
We note that the analysis of system (3.10) applies to the homogeneous part of (3.11).
In particular we obtain the same eigenvalues (either purely real or complex) and
eigenvectors. We only need to obtain a particular solution for the inhomogeneous
part of the system in order to obtain the complete solution of (3.10). A particular
solution of the inhomogeneous system is:
Up =
0@ +

+
1A
The solution of the system for the real eigenvalue case will have the form
U(z) = aV+e
+z + bV e z +
0@ +

+
1A
and for the complex eigenvalue case we will obtain
U(z) = e(
+
2c
)z(aV1 + bV2) +
0@ +

+
1A
Combining Case 1 and Case 2
The interactions of neighboring cells aect the activity present at a point x. In
the presence of a pulse of high activity, we assume that such interactions reach the
synaptic threshold k at exactly two points, say x0 and x1. The distance between x0
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and x1 is the width of the wave w and the points x contained within (x0, x1) satisfy
1
80
R +1
 1 e
  jx yj
40 u (y; t) dy > k . In particular at 0 and w we have the transition
between Case 1 and Case 2, i.e. the Heaviside function is zero or non-zero.
Our goal is to obtain a traveling wave solution using the properties we found for the
two cases (Case 1 and Case 2) described above. Special care must be taken at the
point where the system changes from Case 1 to Case 2. Biologically, this corresponds
to the point where the system passes through the synaptic threshold. In looking for
a wave-type solution, we assume that the input from the activity crosses a threshold
k two times. We also assume that the traveling wave solution is continuous. Using
this assumption we are able to solve for all of the unknown coecients.
3.5.1 Traveling wave. Real eigenvalues case.
Using the results for the two cases of the Heaviside function (Case 1 and Case 2,
described above), we now focus on establishing a traveling wave solution of (3.6)
for the real eigenvalues case, that is, when  < ( )
2
4
. In particular, we look for
a traveling pulse that transitions from a state of rest to an excited state, and then
returns to rest. To do so, the interaction term must cross the synaptic threshold
k at exactly two points. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume
that these points are 0 and w, where w is the width of the wave. We then obtain a
traveling wave solution of the form:
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U(z)=
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
a5V+e
+z + a6V e z if z  w
a3V+e
+z + a4V e z +
0BB@ +

+
1CCA if 0 < z < w
a1V+e
+z + a2V e z if z  0
in which we use the conditions u(z) ! 0 and q(z) ! 0 as z ! 1. By the
assumption that the traveling wave solutions are continuous, and the assumption
that the wave passes through the threshold at z = 0 and z = w, we can solve for
all of the unknown coecients in the above system of equations. Since  > 0 and
u(z)! 0 and q(z)! 0 as z !1, we obtain a5=0 and a6=0. Assuming continuity
of the solution at the point w we get the equation:
a3V+e
+w + a4V e w +
0@ +

+
1A =
0@ 0
0
1A
From the second row we obtain
a3 =   e
 w+
( + )
  a4ew(  +):
From the rst row we obtain
a4 =
 +e w 
( + )(+    ) ;
and a4 can be used to solve for a3
a3 =
e w+ 
(+ )(+    ) :
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Requiring continuity at 0 we obtain the following equations,
a1
0@    c+

1A+ a2
0@    c 

1A = a3
0@    c+

1A+ a4
0@    c 

1A+
0@ +

+
1A
From the second row we get
a1 = a3 + a4   a2 + 
( + )
that can be used to obtain a2 from the rst row:
a2 =
+(1  e w )
( + )(+    )
hence, we can recover a1
a1 =
 (e w+)
(+ )(+    ) :
In this way, we have solved for all of the unknown coecients and we obtain the
traveling wave solution when  < ( )
2
4
:
u(z) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0 if z  w
( e+(z w)( c+) +e (z w)( c )+(+  ))
(+)(+  )
if 0 < z < w
( (e w+ 1)( c+)e+z++(1 e w  )( c )e z)
(+)(+  )
if z  0
where  = 12c( +  
p
( + )2   4( + )):
In this traveling wave solution (Figure 3.4), a pulse is followed by a depression of
activity; this depression is due to the adaptation term. The activity then returns to
a rest state after this depression in a monotonic fashion.
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Figure 3.4: Analytic solution for the traveling pulse in the real eigenvalue case. The
onset of the pulse consists of a rapid increase in activity, followed by a rapid decrease due to adap-
tation, and then a monotonic return to rest (zero activity). In this gure =0.8/ms, =0.08/ms,
=1.5, =200 m, c=180 m/ms and w=3500 m.
3.5.2 Traveling wave solution. Complex eigenvalue case.
We now consider the case in which  > ( )
2
4
. The analysis of the traveling wave
solution in the complex eigenvalue case is similar to the real eigenvalue case. The
traveling wave solution has the form:
U(z) =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
e(
+
2c
)z(b1V1 + b2V2) if z  0
e(
+
2c
)z(b3V1 + b4V2) +
0BB@ +

+
1CCA if 0 < z < w
0 if z  w
Requiring the continuity of the solution at w we will get the systems:
e(
+
2c
)w
0@a3
0@ 2 cos(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
)
(   ) cos(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
) 
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2 sin(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
)
1A
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+a4
0@ 2 sin(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
)
(   ) sin(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
) +
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2 cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
1A =
0@  +
 
+
1A
From row 1 we obtain
a3 =
 e w +2c
2(+ )(cos(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c ))
  sin(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
cos(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
and from row 2 we obtain
a4 = e
 w +2c (
(     2) cos(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )q
4 (+ )  ( + )22(+ )
 
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2 sin((w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c ))q
4 (+ )  ( + )22(+ )
):
So we can solve for a3
a3 = e
 w+
2c ( (     2) sin(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
)
2(+ )
q
4 ( + )  ( + )2
  cos(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
)
2(+ )
)
Then, requiring continuity at 0 we get
a1
0@ 2
(   )
1A+ a2
0@ 0q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
1A
= a3
0@ 2
(   )
1A+ a4
0@ 0q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
1A+
0@ +

+
1A
From row 1 we obtain
a3 = e
 w +2c (  (     2) sin(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
2(+ )
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
  cos(w
p
4(+) (+)2
2c )
2(+ )
) +

2(+ )
)
and from row 2 we obtain
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a2 =
(2 +   )q
4 ( + )  ( + )22(+ )
+ a4
and hence we can solve for all of the coecients:
a1 =
e w
+
2cq
4 (+ )  ( + )22(+ )
((2 +   ) sin(w
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
2c
)2(+ ))
  cos(w
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
2c
)2(+ )) +

2(+ )
a2 =
e w
+
2cq
4 (+ )  ( + )22(+ )
( (2 +   ) cos(w
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
2c
)2(+ ))
  sin(w
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
2c
)2(+ )) +
(2 +   )
2(+ )
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
a3 =
e w
+
2cq
4 (+ )  ( + )22(+ )
((2 +   ) sin(w
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
2c
)2(+ ))
  cos(w
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
2c
)2(+ ))
a4 =
e w
+
2cq
4 (+ )  ( + )22(+ )
( (2 +   ) cos(w
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
2c
)2(+ ))
  sin(w
q
4 (+ )  ( + )2
2c
)2(+ )
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The resulting traveling wave solution for the activity is:
u(z) =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
0 if z  w
e
(+
2c
)(z w)p
(+)2 4(+)(+)

c3 cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
) + c4 sin(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
)

+ 
+
if 0 < z < w
e
(+
2c
)zp
(+)2 4(+)(+)

c1 cos(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
) + c2 sin(z
p
4(+) (+)2
2c
)

if z  0
The solution for the complex eigenvalue case results in a pulse followed by a depres-
sion of activity due to the adaptation term. Unlike the solution in the real eigenvalue
case, damped oscillations follow this depression as activity returns to the rest state
(example in Figure 3.5). We note that the damped oscillations are dominated by a
single positive deviation above rest, following the depression. This positive deviation
is similar to the reverberation of activity following the traveling wave observed in
the LFP (Figure 2.2)
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Figure 3.5: Analytic solution for the traveling pulse in the complex eigenvalue case.
A pulse followed by a depression of activity due to the adaptation term. Unlike the solution in the
real eigenvalue case, damped oscillations follow this depression as activity returns to the rest state.
In this gure =0.8/ms, =0.08/ms, =160 m, =4.6, c=250 m/ms and w=3000 m.
We now simplify the traveling wave solution in order to be able to restrict the model
parameters using the wave features found in Chapter 2.
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Let D =
p
4 ( )2
2c
, we can simplify the traveling wave solution using the identity
A cos(Dz) + B sin(Dz) =
p
A2 +B2 sin(Dz + 1)
where
1 = tan
 1(
A
B
) +
8>><>>:
0 if A  0
 if B < 0
and we obtain:
u(z) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
0 if z  w

+
+ 2
p
e(
+
2c )(z w)p
(+)(4 ( )2) sin(
p
4 ( )2
2c
z + 1) if 0 < z < w
2
p
e(
+
2c )(z)p
(+)(4 ( )2) D cos(
p
4 ( )2
2c
z + 2) if z  0
where
D =
s
1  2e w(+2c ) cos(
p
4   (  )2
2c
w) + e w(
+
c
)
1 = tan
 1(
A1
A2
) +
8><>:
 ifA1 < 0
0 ifA1 > 0
;
2 = tan
 1(
A3
A4
) +
8><>:
 ifA4 < 0
0 ifA4 > 0
A1 = (2 +   ) sin(
p
4   (  )2
2c
w) 
p
4   (   )2 cos(
p
4   (  )2
2c
w)
A2 =  (2 +   ) cos(
p
4   (  )2
2c
w) 
p
4   (   )2 sin(
p
4   (  )2
2c
w)
A3 =
p
4   (  )2 + e +2c wA1
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A4 = (2 +   ) + e +2c wA2
From this formula, we obtain that the period of the non-zero part of the damped
solution is 4p
4 ( )2 : This is going to be an important feature of the traveling wave
when we restrict the parameters of the model in Chapter 4.
3.6 Matching Conditions
The interactions of neighboring cells aect the activity present at a point x. In the
presence of a pulse of high activity, such interactions reach the synaptic threshold k at
exactly two points, say x0 and x1. The distance between x0 and x1 is the width of the
wave w and the points x contained within (x0, x1) satisfy
1
80
R +1
 1 e
  jx yj
40 u (y; t) dy >
k. At both x0 and x1, this inequality becomes an equality, i.e. the interaction
term equals to the synaptic threshold k. Equating the interaction terms at x0 and
x1, denes the matching conditions. To simplify the analysis, and without loss of
generality, we consider x0=0 and x1=w.
3.6.1 Existence of waves for a xed threshold k
By xing the parameters , ,  and  and by setting the matching conditions to
equal the same threshold k we obtain two curves, one for the position x=0 (purple
line in Figure 3.6) and the other for x=w (blue line in Figure 3.6). In the c-w plane,
the intersection of these curves determines the existence of traveling wave solutions
to the model (3.3). Depending on the choice of parameters, there may exist no trav-
eling waves, one traveling wave, or two traveling waves (Figure 3.6). We nd that,
for a solution with two traveling waves, one of the waves is slow and narrow, and the
other wave is fast and wide (Figure 3.6).
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(a) Existence of one wave, k = 0:16
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(b) Existence of two waves, k = 0:17
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(c) Existence of one wave, k = 0:255
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(d) No waves, k = 0:27
Figure 3.6: Width (m) versus speed (m/ms) in the mathematical model for dierent
values of the threshold k. The four subplots show the existence of waves given by the points of
intersection of the matching conditions. The blue and red curves indicate the matching conditions
at the points 0 and w, respectively. We x  = 1/ms, =0.1/ms, =120 m, =2.05, and by
varying k we obtain the existence of no waves (d), one wave (a,c), or two waves (b). (a) The two
curves intersect at a single point to specify a wave with speed 30 m/ms and width 112 m. (b)
The two curves intersect at two points, resulting in a wave with speed 33 m/ms and width 164
m, and a wave with speed 220 m/ms and width 2679 m/ms. (c) The two curves intersect at a
single point to specify a wave with speed 71 m/ms and width 350 m. (d) The two curves do not
intersect, and therefore no wave solutions exist.
3.6.2 Solution curve in the - plane
If we consider xed values of c, w, ,  and solve the matching conditions, we obtain
a solution curve in the - plane that determines, if they exist, parameters  and 
for which we have a pulse with given speed c and width w. Moreover, by considering
k = 1
80
R +1
 1 e
  jyj
40u (y; t) dy or k = 1
80
R +1
 1 e
  jw yj
40 u (y; t) dy, we can solve for the
threshold k corresponding to the choice of  and . In particular, once the explicit
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traveling wave solutions are obtained, it is possible to solve for the exact value of
the threshold k given by the matching conditions. We now list the solutions for the
matching conditions in the case of real eigenvalues, and complex eigenvalues.
Matching conditions. Real eigenvalues
The matching conditions at points 0 and w are: k1 =
1
80
R +1
 1 e
  jyj
40u (y; t) dy
k1 =
40 +e 
w
40
 
e
w
40   1 (c+ 40)
2(+ ) (40  + 1) (40+ + 1)
and k2 =
1
80
R1
 1 e
  jy wj
40 u (y; t) dy
k2 =

2 (+    ) (+ )

+(   c )
e w (40    1) +
40  (    +)+(40   c)
((40    1) (40+   1)) e w40

 
 
 
 
c+
  40+e+w  e w   1  e w + e+w  e w  e+w   1
2 (+    ) (+ ) e( ++)w ((40  + 1) (40+ + 1))
!
 
 
402 e
 w
 
e+w   1 (   c+) + +  e w   1 e+w (40+ + 1)
2 (+    ) (+ ) e( ++)w ((40  + 1) (40+ + 1))
!
  
2 (+    ) (+ )

  (   c+)
e+w (40+   1) +  (+    )

Figure 3.7 gives the solution curve for the intersection of the curves such that k1=k2.
The real eigenvalue case corresponds to the blue curve in Figure 3.7.
Matching Conditions: Complex Eigenvalues
The matching conditions at the points 0 and w for the complex eigenvalues case are:
k1 =
1
80
R +1
 1 e
  jy wj
40 u (y; t) dy
k1 =

2(+ )

 e  w40 + 1 + 2c(2c(c140f + c1)  40c2r)
r (4(40cf + c)2 + 402r22)

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+
 
2cc3e
w( ( 140+f))
 
efw
 
2c(40f   1) cos   rw2c + 40r sin   rw2c   2c(40f   1)e w40 
2(+ )r (4c2(40f   1)2 + 402r22)
!
+
 
2cc4e
w( ( 140+f))
 
efw
 
2c(40f   1) sin   rw2c   40r cos   rw2c + 40re w40 
2(+ )r (4c2(40f   1)2 + 402r22)
!
+

2(+ )

2c(2c(c140f + c1)  c240r)
r (4(40cf + c)2 + 402r22)

and k2 =
1
80
R +1
 1 e
  jyj
40u (y; t) dy
k2 =

2(+ )

( e  w40 + 1)2ce
  w40 (2c(c140f + c1)  c240r)
r (4(c40f + c)2 + 402r22)

+
0@2cc3ew( ( 140+f))

ew(
1
40+f)
 
2c(40f + 1) cos
 
rw
2c

+ 40r sin
 
rw
2c
  2c(40f + 1)
2(+ )r (4(c40f + c)2 + 402r22)
1A
+
0@2cc4ew( ( 140+f))

ew(
1
40+f)
 
2c(40f + 1) sin
 
rw
2c
  40r cos   rw2c + 40r
2(+ )r (4(c40f + c)2 + 402r22)
1A
where r =
p
4   (   )2 , g = 2 +    , f = +
2c
, and
c1 = exp( fw)
 
g sin
 
rw
2c
  r cos   rw
2c

+ r
c2 = exp( fw)
  g cos   rw
2c
  r sin   rw
2c

+ g
c3 = g sin
 
rw
2c
  r cos   rw
2c

c4 =  g cos
 
rw
2c
  r sin   rw
2c

The part of the curve in Figure 3.7 that corresponds to the complex eigenvalue case
(red curve in Figure 3.7) solves the equality with k1=k2.
3.6.3 Matching conditions applied to LFP data
To illustrate the application of the matching conditions, we consider one typical
traveling wave observed in the LFP recording with speed c=179 m/ms and width
w = 3500 m. For this example, we x =0.8/ms and  = (/10)/ms, and nd a
solution curve for the wave of the specied speed and width as a function of the two
parameters  and . The solution curve consists of both real and imaginary parts
40
(blue and red, respectively, in Figure 3.7), corresponding to the real and complex
eigenvalue case traveling wave solutions of the model (3.6). We note that all of the
points along the solution curve satisfy the constraints of speed and width; additional
constraints are required to select a single point on this curve. Further parameter
restrictions will be made in Chapter 4, where we will determine parameter ranges of
wave propagation with the same features as those observed in the LFP data.
Figure 3.7: Solution curve in the - plane obtained from the matching conditions
in the mathematical model, where  is measured in m. We show the complex eigenvalues
case (red) and the real eigenvalues case (blue). The parameters are c = 179 m/ms, w = 3500 m,
=0.8/ms, =0.08/ms. The curve shows pairs of  and  for which a wave of speed c and width
w exist. By using the matching conditions we can determine the parameter k corresponding to a
choice of  and .
Choice of the adaptation variable
We now describe the choice of the adaptation variable in model (3.6). In general, the
synaptic adaptation of the activity-based model is included inside of the Heaviside
term ([8])and the system reads:
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ut (x; t) =  u (x; t) + H

1
80
Z +1
 1
e 
jx yj
40 u (y; t) dy + q(x; t)  k

qt (x; t) = u (x; t)  q (x; t)
(3.12)
If we change coordinates to the moving frame z = x  ct, the traveling wave solution
has the following form:
U(z)=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0B@ c1e c z
c2e
  c z   c1e 
 
c z
1CA if z  w
0B@ c3e c z + 1
c4e
  c z + c3 e
  c z + 1
1CA if 0 < z < w
0B@ 0
0
1CA if z  0
This traveling wave solution goes monotonically to the rest state (as z ! 0). Unlike,
model (3.6) the eigenvalues of this system will always be real. On the other hand,
the damped oscillations of the complex eigenvalue traveling wave solution of model
(3.6) are essential to develop traveling wave solutions consistent with the LFP data.
In particular, the damped oscillations of the traveling wave will be used to match
the reverberation observed in the LFP data (Figure 2.2).
Chapter 4
Restriction of model parameters
We now proceed to the restriction of model parameters for wave propagation with
features consistent with the observed LFP activity. To do so, we will use the features
of speed, width and reverberation time found in Chapter 2. In particular, we will
use the damped oscillations observed in the complex eigenvalue case (Figure 3.5) to
approximate the reverberation observed in the LFP recordings (Figure 2.2). Hence,
we restrict the following analysis to the complex eigenvalue case.
4.1 The period of the reverberation xes the model param-
eter 
The mathematical model (3.6) contains ve free parameters: , , ,  and k. In the
previous section, we began restricting these parameters by establishing relationships
between parameters that support traveling wave solutions. In particular, by xing
the time scales  and , together with a choice of speed c and width w deduced di-
rectly from the LFP data and hence constrained by the clinical observations, we may
solve for the remaining parameters , , and k. The matching conditions establish
a relationship between  and  (example in Figure 3.7), and by choosing  and 
we can solve for the corresponding k. We now proceed to use the \reverberation"
observed in the clinical data (examples in Figure 2.2) to estimate the parameter  for
each wave. In doing so, we will have used the clinical data and biophysical intuition
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to constrain further the model parameters.
Visual analysis of the in vivo LFP data shows that high amplitude pulses are followed
by a reverberation, i.e. a secondary, smaller amplitude increase in activity (for more
details, see Chapter 2). Due to the nature of the traveling wave solutions, this feature
is only present in the complex eigenvalue solution, i.e. when damped oscillations
follow the pulse of high amplitude activity (example in Figure 3.5). Hence, we restrict
the following analysis to the complex eigenvalue case. We use the reverberation
times estimated from the LFP data to x the parameter  for each wave; we label
these estimates empirical. To do so, we set the periodic portion of the complex
eigenvalue solution to possess a period consistent with the observed reverberation:
given a reverberation time  (example in Figure 4.1) then empirical =
( )2
4
+ 4
2
2
.
In this way we constrain the model to replicate the period of the secondary bump
(i.e., reverberation) present in the data (Figure 4.1). Having done so, the model
parameters , , and k are now directly determined for each observed LFP wave.
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the parameter  in the mathematical model and estimated
from the LFP data. Given a wave with a reverberation time of =45 ms (left gure) and the
approximate period of the complex eigenvalue pulse solution (right gure) we obtain a corresponding
empirical =
1
 (
42
2 +
( )2
4 ).
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4.2 Restriction of the ratio between activity and adaptation
timescales
In the previous sections, we used features of the traveling wave data (the speed,
width, and reverberation time) to constrain three model parameters: , , and k.
Two model parameters -  and  - remain unconstrained. We now consider how dif-
ferent choices of the model timescales  and  impact the existence of traveling wave
solutions consistent with the LFP data. To do so we focus on two dierent orders
of magnitude between the timescales and consider = = 10 and = = 100. These
equations are consistent with the notion that adaptation (with timescale determined
by ) occurs more slowly than synaptic activity (with timescale determined by ).
Moreover, once we x the ratio  = /10 (or  = /100) we can estimate c, w and
 from the clinical recordings and obtain  and k from the matching conditions.
Therefore, only a single free parameter remains: . The rest of the parameters are
constrained by either the clinical data or the matching conditions of the mathemat-
ical model.
To characterize the impact of dierent choices of , and the ratio =, we x both
parameters in the model and determine whether the model supports wave activ-
ity consistent with the observed data and physical assumptions in the model. We
therefore exclude solution in which the matching conditions specify a connectivity
extent () of less than 20m; these solutions are too small and inconsistent with
the notion of a cortical column which the activity u represents. In Figure 4.2 we
show the percentage of waves for each seizure with a physically reasonable value of
 > 20 m for dierent choices of  and ratios =. For all of the seizures from all
three patients, we nd that the model successfully reproduces the observed waves,
and remains physically reasonable ( > 20 m), for intermediate values of  and
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 = =10 (Figure 4.2a-c). For a smaller value of  = =100, the model performs
more poorly i.e., the model reproduces more physically unreasonable solutions (Fig-
ure 4.2d-f). We note that, for Patient 3, the waves are more dicult to reproduce
compared to the other two patients. We conclude that the model best replicates the
observed traveling waves in the LFP data when  = /10. At this ratio, a broad
range of values in  exist that support physically reasonable solutions. We note that
this ratio is biologically reasonable: the adaptation is an order of magnitude slower
than the activity.
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(f) Patient 3,  = /100
Figure 4.2: Each subplot shows the percentage of waves from each seizure for which it is possible
to nd a physically reasonable solution ( > 20m) as we vary . In the rst row we x  = /10,
a dierence of one order of magnitude between the timescales. In the second row we x  = /100.
(a) We note that for the three seizures of Patient 1 a value of  between 0.6 and 2.1 produces
physically reasonable solutions for all analyzed waves. (b) For the two seizures of Patient 2 a value
of  between 0.6 and 3 produces physically reasonable solutions for 90% of the analyzed waves. (c)
For all seizures of Patient 3 given  between 1 and 6 produces physically reasonable solutions for
90% of the analyzed waves. (d-f) At the ratio  = /10, the model solutions tend to be unphysical
(i.e.,  becomes too small) for  >0.5. This analysis suggest that the model best replicates the
observed LFP data when  = /10.
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Relationship between adaptation timescale and model parameters 0, k
and 
With the ratio  = =10 now xed, we proceed to analyze the relationship between
 and three other parameters: 0, k and . We recall that 0 is the strength of the
adaptation and 0 = /. In Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1 we summarize the results of
these relationships for the three patients. Based on the analysis shown in Figure 4.2,
we examine  between 0.5 and 3, for which the model tends to successfully reproduce
the observed waves for all three patients. In particular, above 90% of the analyzed
waves are replicated in this range of  for all seizures. We nd for Patients 1 and
2 that the values of the parameters 0, , and k tend to exhibit small variability
with the timescale parameter . Moreover, the parameter estimates produce simi-
lar values, both within each patient and between the two patients (Figure 4.3 and
Table 4.1). For Patient 3, we nd that the parameter estimates exhibit more depen-
dence on  and are more variable. However, even these estimates remain consistent
with the other patients and seizures.
Most of the observed LFP waves present a reverberation after the initial, large am-
plitude bout of activity (illustration in Figure 2.2). Remembering the properties of
the complex eigenvalue case solution (Figure 3.7), we note that the damped oscilla-
tions following the main pulse of the traveling wave might mimic the reverberation
that follows the initial large amplitude bout of activity from the LFP recordings.
We note that, for large values of , the estimates of 0 tend to converge to similar
values. To understand this, we use the explicit formula for empirical in terms of the
reverberation time: empirical =
( )2
4
+ 4
2
2
= max +
402
2
. Substituting  = =10
we then obtain empirical =
81
40
 + 40
2
2
. This implies that smaller values of  and
the reverberation  have bigger impacts on the value of empirical. Due to the small
values of  obtained from Patient 3 (see Table 4.1), larger variability in the values
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of 0 appears at small  (Figure 4.3). Moreover, since 0 =
empirical

= 81
40
+ 40
2
22
,
we obtain that as  increases 0 converges to
81
40
(this limit is determined by the
specic choice  = =10), explaining the convergence in Figure 4.3(a,b,c) to a spe-
cic value of 0. Similar trends appear in the other parameters (Figure 4.3(d-f) and
Figure 4.3(g-i)). The implicit equations of the matching conditions determine these
trends. To illustrate this, we observe in Figure 3.7 that as  increases,  decreases.
At the same time, as  increases empirical goes to max, but  decreases, explaining
the convergence of  as  increases (Figure 4.3(d,e,f)).
Seizure 1 Seizure 2 Seizure 3
0.6<  <2.1 0.6<  <2.3 0.6<  <2.2
2< 0 <2.5 2< 0 <2.3 2< 0 <2.3
50<  <250 40<  <180 40<  <130
0.15< k <0.17 0.16< k <0.17 0.15< k <0.17
Seizure 4 Seizure 5 Seizure 6, 7 and 8
0.6<  <3.1 0.6<  <6 1 <  <6
2< 0 <2.2 2< 0 <2.3 2< 0 <4
40<  <600 20<  <300 60<  <4000
0.16< k <0.18 0.16< k <0.17 0.12< k <0.2
Table 4.1: Range of parameters supporting wave propagation, xing  = =10. Seizures 1, 2
and 3 correspond to Patient 1, Seizures 4 and 5 correspond to Patient 2 and Seizures 6, 7 and
8 correspond to Patient 3. We note that consistent parameter ranges for 0,  and k appear in
seizures of the same patient. We also note in comparison with Patient 1, the parameters for 
include larger values for Patient 2 and Patient 3.
4.3 Numerical simulations of the model produce
one-dimensional waves consistent with the LFP data
As a nal illustration of the suitability of the model, we consider an example numer-
ical simulation of the model (3.6). To do so, we choose a particular wave from the
LFP data of Seizure 1, estimate c and w directly from the data, and x  = 0:3/ms,
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(c) Patient 3, 0 vs 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(d) Patient 1,  vs 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(f) Patient 3,  vs 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(g) Patient 1, k vs 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(h) Patient 2, k vs 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(i) Patient 3, k vs 
Figure 4.3: Relationships between the timescale parameter and other model param-
eters suggest similar features across all patients and seizures. The subplots show the
relationship between  and 0 (row 1),  and  (row 2) and  and k (row 3). Patient 1 is in
column 1, Patient 2 in column 2, and Patient 3 in column 3. For Patient 1, 0 is between 2 and 3,
 is between 40 to 250 m/ms and k is between 0.15 to 0.17. For Patient 2, 0 is between 2 and 3,
 is between 40 to 1000 m/ms and k is between 0.15 to 0.17. For Patient 3, 0 is between 2 and
10 (for 1<  <3) :  is between 60 to 4000 m/ms and k is between 0.1 to 0.2.
as for this value of  non-trivial parameters from both the real and complex eigen-
value solutions can be obtained from the matching conditions. Following an initial
stimulus (5 ms initial input at position 0 m) the model produces a traveling pulse
that is followed by a smaller amplitude reverberation. A comparison of a wave from
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the clinical recordings with the real and complex eigenvalues case is shown in Fig-
ure 4.4. We note that both simulations accurately replicate the observed LFP wave,
but that the complex eigenvalue case solution also produces a secondary bump of
activity consistent with the reverberation in the observed LFP wave.
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Figure 4.4: The simulated and observed data are consistent. a) A wave from Seizure 1
with speed c=179 m/ms and width w= 3535 m. b) Parameters obtained from the real eigenvalue
solution,  = 0:3, 0=2.9 , =100 m. The wave has a speed of c=178 m/ms and width w=3698
m. c) Parameters obtained from the complex eigenvalue solution,  = 0:3, 0=2.5 , =160 m.
The wave has a speed of c=178 m/ms and width w=3698 m. The positive activity reverberation
in yellow is visible following the main wave in red and blue.
Exploring the mechanisms of the relationship between wave speed and
width
Analysis of the clinical recordings from Patient 1 revealed a positive correlation be-
tween speed and width in the observed LFP waves. This suggests that slow waves
tend to be narrow, and fast waves tend to be wide. We may use the mathematical
model to further investigate the relationship between speed and width as a function
of the model parameters. In particular, we x values of ,  and  inside of the
obtained parameter ranges (Table 4.1), and we vary the parameters k and 0 to
obtain the corresponding distribution of waves (width versus speed) in the model
(Figure 4.5). In this way, we compare the ranges of speed and width given by slight
variations of the restricted parameters of the model with those obtained from clinical
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recordings. We note that as the parameters vary, the features of the waves vary. In
particular, when 0 is xed, by increasing k we increase the speed and width of the
wave. Also, with k xed, increasing 0 tends to increase speed and width. This
suggests that there is positive relationship between speed and width in the model,
consistent with the data of Patient 1, that can manifest through dierent biophysical
changes. A similar numerical study reveals that as  increases, both the expected
speed and width of the wave increase (not shown). These results suggest that dier-
ent waves result from dierent underlying properties (e.g., dierences in threshold,
or dierences in the strength of adaptation on the activity) that alter the wave speed
and width but preserve the positive correlation between these two observable features.
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Figure 4.5: Dierent width (m) versus speed (m/ms) distributions obtained from the matching
conditions of the model. The xed parameters are  = 0:6, =0.06 and =150. The parameter 0
was varied between 1.5 to 2.4 (each color corresponds to a dierent value of 0, see legend). The
parameter k was varied between 0.12 to 0.21 and dierent points of the same color correspond to
dierent k. As k increases, the speed and width increase. We note that for slightly dierent values
of 0 we get similar distributions.
Oscillatory numerical solution
Investigation by numerical simulations shows that for some parameters values the
numerical solution of the complex eigenvalue traveling wave transforms into an oscil-
latory solution (Figure 4.6). In particular, for a given value of , it may be possible
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to use the matching conditions to nd pairs of 's and 's for which we obtain oscilla-
tory solutions. Numerical simulations show that these ranges of oscillatory solutions
increase as the parameter  decreases. These oscillatory solutions are not consistent
with the large amplitude traveling wave pulse observed in the LFP data. This may
give another way to restrict parameters of the model, as it may be possible to es-
tablish a lower bound for the parameter , say osc, such that for osc <  all the
corresponding 's give rise to an oscillatory solution instead of damped oscillations.
Performing dierent simulations might give the osc.
Description of numerical simulations of the model
For the previous model simulations space was discretized using 2000 points, to rep-
resent the length of a one-dimensional path of the grid. To each of these points the
dierential equation system (3.6) was associated. Numerical simulations were written
to solve these systems using a Runge-Kutta method of order four with t = 0:001.
Convolutions integrals were approximated by assuming the activity was xed within
a x interval, where x represented a distance of 40 m. Smaller grids were also
examined of x=20 m, and x= 10 m, and similar results found. The waves
were created by applying a 5 ms input to points in space representing 10 m. Both
time and space were rescaled in order to have units of distance x in microns and time
t in milliseconds. The algorithms for this numerical simulation are provided in the
Appendix.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of an oscillatory solution in the mathematical model. For this simulation,
we have chosen =0.025 (1/ms), = 0.00025 (1/ms), =143, =20 m/ms and k=0.0136 . An
initial stimulus (P=k+1) is delivered at position 0 m at time 50 ms. Following the stimulus,
repeated waves of activity propagate in one dimensional space; the repeated red and blue intervals
represent highly active and inactive state, respectively. Unlike the observed LFP activity, these
wave are not damped.
Chapter 5
Stability of the traveling wave solutions
We now study the stability of the traveling wave solutions obtained in Chapter 3.
To do so, we study the spectrum of the linearization of the activity-based model
described in Chapter 3 about the traveling wave solution. In particular, we locate
the essential spectrum and construct an analytic Evans Function E(), whose roots
correspond to point eigenvalues of the linearization about the wave [1, 33].
We nd for some parameters the existence of two waves, one wave is slow and narrow
whereas the other wave is fast and wide. Moreover, the fast and wide wave has speed
and width consistent with the observed LFP waves. We numerically analyze the
Evans function to determine stability (instability) of the fast (slow) wave.
5.1 Linearization about the traveling wave
We start by studying the spectrum of a slightly dierent version of the activity-
based model described in Chapter 2. To extend the analysis to dierent choices of
connectivities, we use a more general kernel in the convolution integral. In particular,
we assume that g(x) is continuous, even, and
R1
 1 g(x)dx = 1 (e.g. g(x) =
1
2
e 
jxj

or g(x) = 1

p
2
e 
 x2
22 ) and the rest of the parameters are as described in Chapter 2.
The system we study is the following:
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ut (x; t) =  u (x; t)  q (x; t) + H
Z 1
 1
g(x  y)u (y; t) dy   k

qt (x; t) = u (x; t)  q (x; t)
(5.1)
We proceed to linearize the activity-based model about the traveling wave solution.
To do so, we introduce the moving frame z = x + ct, where c > 0, and look for
stationary solutions of the form q(z; t) = q(x+ ct; t) and u(z; t) = u(x+ ct; t), where
q : R R+ ! R and u : R R+ ! R . Rewriting system (5.1) in the moving frame
we obtain:
Ut = AU   CUz +N(U) (5.2)
where
U =
0@ u(z; t)
q(z; t)
1A ; A =
0@    
  
1A ; and N(U) =
0@ H R1 1 g(z   z)u (z; t) dz   k
0
1A :
We now assume that we have a stationary solution at
V (z; t) = V (z) =
0@ v(z)
p(z)
1A ;
so that Vt(z; t) = Vt(z) = 0 and AV   cVz +N(V (z)) = 0:
We proceed to formally linearize the system (5.2) about the stationary solution V (z).
For this, we make the substitution u = v(z) + u(z) and q(z) = p(z) + q(z), where
 is small.
To proceed with the linearization, we need to compute the derivative of each term
with respect to  and evaluate at =0. To do so, we need to make considerations
of the function space we are working on. In particular, since the rst component of
the non-linear term in (5.2) is given by the Heaviside function we need to consider
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the domain of the non-linear operator N to be given by functions in the sense of
distributions (N : H1(R)H1(R)! H1(R)H1(R)). In this way, we can consider
the distributional derivative of the Heaviside function to be the delta function (z).
Let (z) be a test function in D(R), when manipulating the rst component of the
non-linear term in (5.2), we obtain
Z +1
 1
(z)H(g 
 v(z) + g 
 u(z)  k)dz: (5.3)
We now proceed to compute the derivative of (5.3) with respect to .
In the sense of distributions we nd d
d
j=0H(g 
 v(z) + g 
 u(z)  k)=(g
v(z) 
k)g 
 u(z). In this way, we obtain that the linearization of system (5.2) is given by:
0@ u
q
1A
t
= A
0@ u
q
1A  c
0@ u
q
1A
z
+
0@ (g 
 v   k)(g 
 u)
0
1A
Similar expressions for linearized equations for voltage-based models are studied in
[45].
To simplify the following analysis we let u = u and q = q and rewrite the system as:
0@ u
q
1A
t
= A
0@ u
q
1A  c
0@ u
q
1A
z
+
0@ (g 
 v   k)(g 
 u)
0
1A
where v is the traveling wave solution for the activity u, and again, this equation
should be interpreted in the sense of distributions.
We now mention properties of the delta function, (x), that will be used in the fol-
lowing analysis.
Property 1. (f(x)) =
P
i
(x xi)
jf 0(xi)j , where f 2 C1(R), xi are the zeros of f(x) and
f 0(xi) 6= 0.
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Property 2.
R1
 1 f(y)(y)dy = f(0).
Property 3. (f 
 )(z) = R1 1 f(z   y)(y)dy = f(z). This can be obtained from
Property 2.
We will now proceed to study the traveling wave solutions found in Chapter 3. Re-
call that the interactions of neighboring cells aect the activity present at a point z,
giving rise to the matching conditions found in Chapter 3. In the presence of a pulse
of high activity, we assume that such interactions reach the synaptic threshold k at
exactly two points, being these z = 0 and z = w. This produces: g 
 v(0) = k and
g 
 v(w) = k. Using Property 1 we obtain:
(g 
 v(z)  k)g 
 u(z) = ( (z   0)j(g 
 v)0(0)j +
(z   w)
j(g 
 v)0(w)j )g 
 u(z)
= (
(z)g 
 u(0)
j(g 
 v)0(0)j +
(z   w)g 
 u(w)
j(g 
 v)0(w)j ):
To simplify the following computations, we dene h0 = j(g 
 v)0(0)j and
hw = j(g 
 v)0(w)j. Then the system becomes:
0@ u
q
1A
t
= A
0@ u
q
1A  c
0@ u
q
1A
z
+ 
0@ (z)g
u(0)h0 + (z w)g
u(w)hw
0
1A (5.4)
We now proceed to study the system (5.4), that has been obtained after linearizing
system (5.2) about the traveling wave solution obtained in Chapter 2. We observe
that system (5.4) has a forcing term involving the delta function, resulting in a
discontinuous derivative at the points where the delta function is dened (0 and
w, which are the points where the synaptic input equals the synaptic threshold k,
meaning g 
 v(0) = k and g 
 v(w) = k). The physical intuition of this system is
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that at the points 0 and w a large force contribute the activity of the system over to
a very short time frame. Mathematically, in order to proceed to analyze this system,
we need to consider the delta function as a distribution. That is to say, we consider
the convolution of both sides of the equation with a continuous function. For our
purposes, and motivated by the coecients of the inhomogeneous term on (5.4) we
proceed to convolve system (5.4) with the kernel g(z). Using Property 3 we obtain:
0@ g 
 u
g 
 q
1A
t
= A
0@ g 
 u
g 
 q
1A  c
0@ g 
 u
g 
 q
1A
z
+ 
0@ g(z)g
u(0)h0 + g(z w)g
u(w)hw
0
1A
(5.5)
Using this formulation, we are able to further analyze the system. In particular,
we proceed to study the spectrum of system (5.5) to determine the stability of the
traveling wave solutions.
5.2 Localization of the spectrum
We now recall the denitions necessary to establish the stability of the traveling wave
solutions. To do so, we follow the setting described in [16] and consider a slightly
more general family T of bounded linear operators dened by
T () : H1(R;C2)! L2(R;C2); f(z)!  cfz + A()f  K(f)
where K gives rise to the nonlocal part of the operator T (), and is dened by
K(f(z)) =
mP
j=1
g(z   zj)f(zj) where we assume that g 2 H1(R). If we consider a
convergent sequence fn ! f in H1(R), then it is clear that under the evaluation
map fn(zj) ! f(zj) there exists a convergent subsequence, hence the evaluation
operator is compact. Since we are considering g 2 H1(R), similarly we can obtain
a convergent subsequence in
mP
j=1
g(z   zj)fn(zj)!
mP
j=1
g(z   zj)f(zj), obtaining that
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the operator K is compact. We also consider A() = A  I where A 2 C22.
Recall that a bounded linear operator L : X ! Y is said to be a Fredholm operator
if its range (R(L)) is closed in Y , and the dimension of its null space (N (L)) and
the codimension of its range are nite. The Fredholm index of L is dened as the
dierence dim(N (L)) - dim(R(L)).
Denition. We say that  is in the spectrum  of the closed and densely dened
operator T () if T () is not invertible. More specically,  is an eigenvalue of T
(or is in the point spectrum pt of T) if T () is a Fredholm operator with index
zero and dim(N(T ())) is greater than zero. The essential spectrum ess is given
by ess =  n pt.
We dene the local part of T as Tloc() =  c ddz + A(). Since the operators T and
Tloc dier by a compact operator we have that their Fredholm properties are the
same. Hence, we obtain the following lemma [16].
Lemma 1. Given our previous hypotheses, the essential spectrum of T and Tloc are
the same .
Given our previous discussion, we now proceed to determine the spectrum of system
5.4. To do so, we consider the eigenvalue problem (g
U)t = (g
U), where  2 C.
The eigenvalue problem gives rise to the system:
0@ g 
 u
g 
 q
1A
z
= A()
0@ g 
 u
g 
 q
1A+ 
c
0@ g(z)h0 g 
 u(0) + g(z w)hw g 
 u(w)
0
1A (5.6)
where A() = 1
c
A I and we have scaled  by c. In this way, we can consider the op-
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erators T () =  c d
dz
+A()+K( ) and Tloc() =  c ddz+A() and we can solve for the
essential spectrum of Tloc . By Fourier transforming we obtain that the essential spec-
trum consists of two vertical lines where Re() =  (+
2c
) 1
2c
p
(  )2   4, where
 > 0,  > 0, c > 0 and  > 0. In particular, the essential spectrum is contained in
the left half plane and we can nd  > 0 so that ess(Tloc)  f jRe() <  g . Using
Lemma 1 we determine that ess(T ) = ess(Tloc). Hence, the essential spectrum is
contained in the left half plane.
We now recall the denition of asymptotic stability of a solution. A solution (v; p)
is asymptotically stable if solutions with initial conditions suciently close to (v; p)
stay near the solution (v; p) and its translates. Also, the solution converges to (v; p)
as t ! 1. On the other hand, a solution is not stable if there are solutions with
initial conditions close to (v; p) that eventually leave a -neighborhood of the wave
(for  > 0). Also, we recall that the traveling wave solution has an eigenvalue at
=0, due to the fact that the wave solution is translation invariant.
It is known that in the case of a smooth dynamical system, having all spectrum of
the linearized equation in the left half plane, implies asymptotic stability, due to the
spectral mapping theorem. In our case, due to the fact that in our system we need to
dierentiate the Heaviside function, and hence, we do not have a smooth system, we
cannot make use of a spectral mapping theorem but we have the motivation to study
the spectral stability of the linearized equation. For our study, we do not formalize
the results but we consider the following :
1) If the point spectrum of T is contained in the left half-plane with the exception of
a simple eigenvalue at =0 (the one due to the translation invariance of the system),
then the traveling wave is asymptotically stable.
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2) If T has a point eigenvalue in the open right half-plane, then the traveling wave
is unstable.
In the next section we will locate the point spectrum of the traveling wave via an
Evans function. In this way, we will be able to study the stability of the traveling
wave.
5.3 Construction of an Evans function
We now study the point spectrum of the wave. To do so, we construct an Evans
function for  in the region 
, where

 = f 2 C j eigenvalues of A() have strictly negative real partg :
Due to the previous result we have that 
 contains the half-plane f jRe() >  g
where  > 0. The roots of this Evans function will be in correspondence with the
point eigenvalues of the linearization about the wave [1]. Following the methodology
of [34], we consider the system (5.6) and we use the variation of parameters formula
to obtain the solution of system (5.6):
g 
 U(z) = eA()z
24g 
 U(z0) + Z z
z0

c
e A()y
0@ g(y)h0 g 
 u(0) + g(y w)hw g 
 u(w)
0
1A dy
35 : (5.7)
By assumption, the eigenvalues of A() have negative real part in the region 
. Thus
when looking for a bounded solution of g 
 U we obtain:
0@ g 
 u
g 
 q
1A = Z z
 1

c
eA()(z y)
0@ g(y)h0 g 
 u(0) + g(y w)hw g 
 u(w)
0
1A dy:
Where the component functions for g 
 u and g 
 q are given by:
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0@ g 
 u
g 
 q
1A =
0B@ R z 1 c eA()(z y)1;1

g(y)
h0
g 
 u(0) + g(y w)
hw
g 
 u(w)

dyR z
 1

c
e
A()(z y)
2;1

g(y)
h0
g 
 u(0) + g(y w)
hw
g 
 u(w)

dy
1CA (5.8)
where e
A()(z y)
i;j is the entry in the ith-row and jth-column of the matrix exponential
eA()(z y). Substituing z = 0 and z = w in system (5.8) and writing the system in
matrix form we obtain:
0BBBBBB@
g 
 u(0)
g 
 q(0)
g 
 u(w)
g 
 q(w)
1CCCCCCA =
0BBBBBB@

ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y)dy 0

chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy 0

ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
2;1 g(y)dy 0

chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
2;1 g(y   w)dy 0

ch0
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y)dy 0

chw
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy 0

ch0
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
2;1 g(y)dy 0

chw
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
2;1 g(y   w)dy 0
1CCCCCCA
0BBBBBB@
g 
 u(0)
g 
 q(0)
g 
 u(w)
g 
 q(w)
1CCCCCCA :(5.9)
Thus, the eigenvalue equation (5.7) has a nontrivial bounded solution when the Evans
function E() = det (I D()) vanishes, where
D() =
0BBBBBBB@

ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y)dy 0

chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy 0

ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
2;1 g(y)dy 0

chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
2;1 g(y   w)dy 0

ch0
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y)dy 0

chw
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy 0

ch0
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
2;1 g(y)dy 0

chw
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
2;1 g(y   w)dy 0
1CCCCCCCA
:
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We now simplify the expression for E():
E() =

1  
ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y)dy 0   chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy 0
  
ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
2;1 g(y)dy 1   chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
2;1 g(y   w)dy 0
  
ch0
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y)dy 0 1  chw
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy 0
  
ch0
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
2;1 g(y)dy 0   chw
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
2;1 g(y   w)dy 1

:
since there exist a single non-zero element along the fourth column, we compute the
determinant by row-reduction along the fourth column, obtaining:
E() =

1  
ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y)dy 0   chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy
  
ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
2;1 g(y)dy 1   chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
2;1 g(y   w)dy
  
ch0
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y)dy 0 1  chw
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy

we now perform row-reduction along the second column obtaining:
E() =
 1 

ch0
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y)dy   chw
R 0
 1 e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy
  
ch0
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y)dy 1  chw
R w
 1 e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy

which can be written as:
E() =

1  
ch0
Z 0
 1
e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y)dy

1  
chw
Z w
 1
e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy

  
2
c2h0hw
Z w
 1
e
A()(w y)
1;1 g(y)dy
Z 0
 1
e
A()( y)
1;1 g(y   w)dy

(5.10)
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5.4 Stability of a wave with features consistent with the ob-
served LFP waves.
We proceed to numerically analyze the constructed Evans function for parameter
values consistent with the results obtained in Chapter 3. In particular, we focus on
the complex eigenvalue case, that is when  > ( )
2
4
. For the following example
we x =1,  = 0:1, =160 m and  = 2:1 and explore the stability of waves
as we vary the parameter k. In Figure 5.1a we obtain the existence of two waves
if we x k = 0:19. In particular, the \fast" wave has speed cfast=220 m/ms and
width wfast=1896 m; and the \slow" wave has speed cslow=59 m/ms and width
wslow=138 m. We note that the fast and wide wave has speed and width consistent
with the observed LFP waves (Chapter 2). Thus, we intuitively expect this wave to
be stable.
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Figure 5.1: (a) The blue and purple curves indicate the matching conditions at the points 0 and
w, respectively. We x  = 1/ms, =0.1/ms, =160 m, =2.1 and k = 0:19. The two matching
condition curves intersect at two points, resulting in a \fast" wave and a \slow" wave. The fast
wave has a speed of cfast=220 m/ms and width of wfast=1896; the slow wave has a speed of
cslow=59 m/ms and a width of wslow=138 m.(b) Plots of the traveling wave solutions found in
(a). The blue and red curve indicate the slow and fast wave, respectively.
We proceed to numerically analyze the Evans function (5.10) for the fast and slow
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Figure 5.2: Wave from Seizure 1 with similar features as the \fast" wave in Figure 5.1.
This wave has a speed of c=205m/ms and width of w=1891m.
waves previously obtained. To do so, we rst need to solve for the matrix exponential
eA()(y) for the complex eigenvalue case.
Matrix exponential for complex eigenvalue case
We consider the case when  > ( )
2
4
. For this case, the eigenvalues of A() are
given by t =  (+
2c
) + i
2c
p
4   (  )2, t =  (+
2c
)   i
2c
p
4   (  )2.
An eigenvector for t is given by:
V =
0@ 2
     i
q
4   (   )2
1A =
0@ 
   
1A+ i
0@ 0
 
q
4   (   )2
1A :
From V we can obtain two linearly independent eigenvectors to form the matrix
Q =
0@ 2 0
     
q
4   (   )2
1A
with corresponding inverse
Q 1 =
0B@ 12 0
 
2
p
4 ( )2  
1p
4 ( )2
1CA
that can be used to solve for the matrix exponential eA()z, obtaining:
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eA()z = e (
+
2c
+)z0BBB@ cos(
p
4 ( )2
2c
z) +
( ) sin(
p
4 ( )2
2c
z)p
4 ( )2
2 sin(
p
4 ( )2
2c
z)p
4 ( )2
  2 sin(
p
4 ( )2
2c
z)p
4 ( )2
( ) sin(
p
4 ( )2
2c
z)p
4 ( )2 + cos(
p
4 ( )2
2c
z)
1CCCA
where the component functions that will be used in the Evans function (5.10) are
given by:
e
A()z
1;1 = e
 (+2c +)z
0@cos(
q
4   (   )2
2c
z) +
   q
4   (   )2
sin(
q
4   (   )2
2c
z)
1A
e
A()z
2;1 = e
 (+2c +)z
0@  2q
4   (   )2
sin(
q
4   (   )2
2c
z)
1A
In a similar way, we can solve for the matrix exponential in the real eigenvalue case,
that is when  < ( )
2
4
, and obtain the matrix exponential:
eA()z =0B@ ( )(e
t+z et z)+
p
( )2 4)(et+z+et z)
2
p
( )2 4
et z et+zp
( )2 4
et+z et zp
( )2 4
( )(et z et+z)+
p
( )2 4)(et z+et+z)
2
p
( )2 4
1CA :
Numerical analysis of the Evans function
We now numerically analyze the Evans function for the fast and slow waves described
in Figure 5.1. To do so, we use the matrix exponential previously found together with
formula (5.10). We x the parameters =1, =0.1, =2.1, k=0.19, =160 m. For
the connectivity function, we use a gaussian function g(x) = 1

p
2
e 
x2
22 . The slow
wave has a speed of cslow=59 m/ms and width wslow=138 m. Numerical analysis
of the Evans function (5.10) shows that there is a positive real root of the Evans
function, suggesting instability of the slow wave. In Figure 5.4, we observe how the
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Figure 5.3: Plots of the Evans function as a function of (real) for the slow and fast
wave. The blue and red curves indicate the slow and fast waves, respectively. The
positive real root in the slow wave suggests instability of the wave.
real eigenvalue changes as we increase the synaptic threshold k. On the other hand,
the fast wave has a speed of cfast=220 m/ms and width wfast=1896 m. Numerical
analysis of the Evans function suggests that there are no positive real roots for this
case. Zero contour plots of the Evans function (Figure 5.4) suggest stability of the
fast wave and instability of the slow wave. This is due to the presence of a simple
eigenvalue at zero plus an eigenvalue with positive real part in the slow wave, and
the presence of just a simple eigenvalue at zero (in a neighborhood of zero) in the
fast wave.
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Figure 5.4: (a)Zero contours lines of the real (blue line) and imaginary (purple line) parts of
the Evans function for the slow wave. The intersection of both lines at zero shows the existence
of a zero eigenvalue at zero. No other positive real part eigenvalue exist in such neighbourhood of
zero. (b) Zero contours lines of the real (blue line) and imaginary (purple line) parts of the Evans
function for the fast wave. The intersection of both curves suggest a zero eigenvalue and a positive
real part eigenvalue.
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Figure 5.5: Change of the real eigenvalue , of the slow wave, as the synaptic thresh-
old k increases.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this dissertation we studied the traveling wave patterns found in invasive local eld
potential (LFP) recordings from a population of human patients during seizures. In
an eort to understand the mathematical and biological mechanisms that support
the traveling wave patterns we divided our studies into four sections: data analysis,
mathematical modeling, restriction of parameters and stability analysis. In our rst
section we performed analysis of the clinical recordgins in order to obtain quantita-
tive features of the wave patterns. In particular, we showed that in the late stages
of seizures, spatiotemporal patterns of activity propagate across a small patch of
cortex. These patterns can be well approximated as one-dimensional plane waves,
with characteristic speeds and widths, and are typically followed by a small ampli-
tude \reverberation" of voltage activity. In the second section, we implemented a
neural eld model consisting of an excitatory population of cells with an adaptation
term. We obtained explicit solution for traveling wave solutions of this model. In
particular, we showed that the complex eigenvalue case has features that resemble
the \reverberation" observed in the LFP recordings. To connect the observed LFP
waves to potential biological mechanisms, in the third section, we estimated bio-
physical parameters in the model. To do so, we used analytic model solutions with
features of the observed waves such as the speed, width, and reverberation times.
The estimated parameters included the timescales of activity and adaptation, and
the spatial extent of the connectivity. We nd that the timescale of the model consis-
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tent with the observed LFP data is biologically reasonable: the adaption is an order
of magnitude slower than the activity. The second inferred feature is the spatial ex-
tent of the connectivity. Measures of synaptic connectivity in a local neighborhood of
cortical tissue have been reported to range from 40 m to 2 mm [27, 30, 2, 21, 10, 44].
For the deduced range of parameters obtained in this study, we nd that the extent
of connectivity, , for Patients 1 and 2 is inside of this established range. For Pa-
tient 3, we obtain connectivities between 60 m to 4 mm, which is larger, but not
wholly inconsistent with existing estimates. We nd for all three patients that the
parameter 0, which is the strength of the adaptation, is between 2 and 4; and the
parameter k, which accounts for the synaptic threshold, is between 0.12 and 0.2.
We also note that for the three patients as the timescale of the activity increases the
extent of the connectivity decreases (Figure 4.3(d-f)) suggesting that faster activities
(large ) require less distant connectivity. We also note that the parameter estimates
are consistent both within individual patients, and across the population of patients
and seizures. In the fourth section, we studied the linear stability of the traveling
wave solutions of the model. We located the essential spectrum and constructed an
analytic Evans Function to study the point eigenvalues of the system. For some set
of parameters we were able to identify the existence of two waves, one wave being
slow and narrow whereas the other wave being fast and wide. Using the constructed
Evans function we determine stability of the fast wave, and instability of the slow
wave. The fast wave had speed and width consistent with the observed LFP waves,
hence stability of the wave conrms our physical intuition.
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